
Garrett Youth Soccer’s Skill Structure for Kindergarten - 1st Grade

Outside of Little Railroaders, Kindergarten - 1st Grade is the youngest age group at Garrett
Youth Soccer. At this age, constant stimulation and repetitive touches on the ball is the most
important aspect for improvement. Players that fall into this age range should primarily be
learning how to properly dribble a ball and how to kick the ball while stationary and moving.

Main Focus: Dribbling / Kicking / Basic Motor Skills / Fun
Comfort in these areas allow for a seamless transition into the other fundamental aspects of
soccer.

For Dribbling Ball Control:
Coaches and parents should emphasize the use of all surfaces of the feet to control the ball.
This includes:

1. Inside of the Foot
2. Outside of the Foot
3. Sole

Players should be encouraged to dribble out of trouble or “pressure”. Pressure, in soccer, is any
time an opponent is attempting to steal the ball or position themselves in a way that would
influence the movement of the ball.

Players should be encouraged to dribble past the other players when trying to score or
“penetrate” the defense. At this age, the concept of passing is not always the go-to for players.

Players should be instructed on how to receive the ball with the inside of their foot with
emphasis on a “soft touch”. Having a soft touch allows the player to control the ball better and
retain possession of the ball.

For Kicking:
Coaches and parents should emphasize kicking with the inside of the foot or the laces of the
foot. Most players will likely try to kick the ball with their toes. This can lead to injury and should
be discouraged by coaches and parents.

Basic Motor Skills:
Players should have adequate exposure to different movements such as running forward,
running backward, jumping, and recovering after falling down. Not all drills in this area require
the use of a ball, however the addition of a ball can help with foot-eye coordination.

Fun:
This is a reminder that at this age, having fun is important for the retention of information.

Below are some sample drills that we feel emphasize the skills mentioned in this document.
However, feel free to implement/create your own drills that target these various skills.



Dribbling and Ball Control:

“Red Light, Green Light” - Video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y0bEW0nLPEk


“Body Part Dribbling” - Video

There are countless additional dribbling drills out there, but these are two simple ones that do
not require a large amount of space or equipment and are easy for Kindergarten - 1st Graders
to understand.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7QVXrTkCRiU


Kicking:

“Space Wars” - Video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_bf3MGyVlaA


Target Practice

These are two of many basic kicking drills that exist for youth players at this age level.

We highly recommend checking out You Got MOJO’s YouTube channel for other fun drills. You
can draw your own drills like we did here with the free soccerdrive.com/draw website.

https://www.soccerdrive.com/draw

